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Abstract
The World Wide Web has become a reliable and fast way to archive and share multimedia data
such as music, images, and videos. Most methods to search multimedia data are text-based and
rely on filenames or text tags attached to the file. Those that do not rely on text are contentbased. These search engines focus on exact matches and do not compare different media forms.
Human cognition is much more complex, however. We typically use visual or phonetic
comparisons which are then secondarily translated into language for further communication.
Further, we often perceive similarities between different media forms and find analogies in nonliteral, inexact matches.
The goal of our research is to develop a Transmedia Search Engine that suggests analogies
across different media forms (e.g., audio, images, videos) by looking at structural, content-based,
similarity within media content. To find the most effective algorithms to achieve this goal, we
are studying how people perceive similarity between and within media forms. We describe the
development and results of two surveys that we have conducted on similarity between images.
The first is designed to capture people's visceral reactions on how two media samples relate,
while the second delves deeper into why two media samples are perceived as similar. Our results
show that subject and shape are leading factors in determining similarity and are highly
correlated in that study participants tend to identify both as significant factors in their perception
of images as being similar.

I. Introduction
We are inspired by the ability of artists and designers to find analogies between diverse artifacts
and bring them together to compose a coherent and novel narrative. An extreme form of this
ability is the neurological condition known as synaesthesia in which two or more senses are
crossed (e.g., when seeing a color causes one to hear a sound). In addition to highly-regarded
artists who are synaesthetic (e.g., Kandinsky), there are also many examples of attempts to
reproduce the effects of synaesthesia in art and entertainment (e.g., the video game Rez [1]).
Inspired by this phenomenon, we are building a Transmedia Search Engine to enable the
exploration of analogies in mixed-media content. To find the most effective algorithms to
achieve this goal, we are studying how people perceive analogies between and within media
forms (audio samples, images, videos). In this paper, we describe the development and results of
two surveys that we have conducted on analogies between images.

The practice of correlating different media forms has appeared throughout art history and has
become even more significant in the last few decades as digital media technology has matured.
An early example of analogy between different art forms is the relationship between Miro
paintings and Calder sculptures. More recently, different media forms have been fused in mixedmedia installations, theatre, concerts, and in visual music [29,25,16] where one media form (e.g.,
an animation) is constructed to synchronize with another (e.g., music).
The emergence of the World Wide Web as a storehouse for archiving and sharing multimedia
data has enabled a different mindset – that of gathering (and adapting) existing media content
rather than synthesizing new media content to build a coherent mixed-media narrative. To do so,
efficient algorithms are needed to search multimedia data. Most search algorithms are text-based
and rely on filenames or text tags attached to the file. Those that do not rely on text are contentbased approaches that rely on meta-data extracted from the media content. There are two
limitations of existing text-based and content-based search engines that our research aims to
address: (1) existing search engines focus on literal and exact matches, and (2) they do not
compare different media forms. Human cognition is much more complex, however. We typically
use visual or phonetic comparisons which are then secondarily translated into language for
further communication. Further, we often perceive similarities between different media forms
and find analogies in non-literal, inexact matches.
The goal of our Transmedia Search Engine is to enable people to discover non-literal
connections between text, audio samples, images, 3D geometry and videos. It is based on the
psychological notion of transderivational search which is a fuzzy match that enables people to
find contextual meaning in every stimulus and forms a primary component of human language
and cognitive processing. Once built, the Transmedia Search Engine will form the core of
brainstorming and discovery tools for artists to help them make mental associations in design
tasks such as gathering media artifacts for a thematic installation from an archive of media
samples. As artists navigate this design space, the search engine will present unexpected media
possibilities. In another potential application, the search engine can be part of an interactive
environment that matches the social pattern (geometry, position, and motion) of participants to
media samples that are then displayed in the environment as shown in Figure 1 below.

FIGURE 1 – EXAMPLES OF USING SEARCH IN MIXED-MEDIA INSTALLATIONS. Installations at the
Flytrap Gallery and Test-Site Gallery in Brooklyn, NY (left, center). Mock-up of interactive installation in the
green-screen room at Stevens (right).

We now review current trends in search engine technology and pattern matching algorithms that
use meta-representations to find similar patterns rather than exact matches. We emphasize that
this report does not present a working Transmedia Search Engine, but rather, introduces the
concept of such a search engine, describes the limitations of existing search technology, and
presents the results of user studies on perceiving analogies that will inform our design of
algorithms toward a Transmedia Search Engine. We describe the development of the user studies
in Section III and discuss the results in Section IV.

II. Related Work
The World Wide Web has become a reliable and fast way to archive and share multimedia data.
Most search engines (e.g., Google) are text-based and rely on filenames or text tags attached to
the file to search multimedia data. Within the last 5 years, however, many content-based search
algorithms have been developed that do not rely on text, and instead, compare media content
using pattern-matching algorithms.
A. Content-based Search
Content-based approaches have been developed for retrieval, categorization and automated
annotation of images [2,34,37,40,7,13] and video [5,12,41]. Non-textual search engines have
also been developed for music [4] and 3D shapes [3,32]. These approaches focus on categorical
and literal matching and do not compare different media forms. Related work that does make use
of multimedia data are those that integrate multimodal sensor data (e.g., audio and video) to
improve tracking and surveillance [9,30,43]. Although our goals differ, the meta-data (e.g., local
geometric features) [28,42] these methods extract to compare media of a common form may be
useful in comparing different media forms and finding non-literal associations.
B. Multimedia Clustering
Related to content-based search are methods that integrate both semantics (in the form of text)
and content for organizing an image collection [7,8,11,23,39,10]. These approaches primarily
deal with image databases. They attempt to learn relationships between text and image features
such as the color histogram or segmentations of an image and use these relationships to perform
text queries on the database and cluster images into categories.
C. Analogy-Finding
Content-based retrieval algorithms strive to identify or categorize media content given a media
sample. In contrast, the goal of our Transmedia Search Engine is to find non-literal, inexact
matches. Few algorithms address this goal, but one that does for images is presented in [35]
where computer vision researchers Shechtman and Irani extract meta-data that captures structural
similarity while being invariant to absolute appearance information such as color and texture.
The resulting matches are similar while being non-literal and inexact which is what we would
like to achieve across different media forms.

III. Methodology
To build a Transmedia Search Engine that suggests analogies in a content-based (rather than
textual) manner, we need to build algorithms that can extract meta-data from media content and
compare media samples based on the meta-data as shown in Figure 2.
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FIGURE 2 – TRANSMEDIA SEARCH PIPELINE

For images, meta-data might be in the form of edges or silhouettes extracted from the image
which defines the shape of objects therein. A histogram of the color content of an image or video
is another example of meta-data. Ideally, the meta-data should record information related to how
analogies are perceived. To find out what meta-data should be used in our Transmedia Search
Engine, we have developed two user studies on perceiving analogies, focusing on 5 different
visual elements: subject, shape, color, tone (lightness/darkness), and texture.
A. Visual Elements
The 5 visual elements we focus on are the primary components of formal composition upon
which critical analysis of artwork is based. These elements have also been identified by
researchers in visual perception, neurophysiology, and computer vision as integral to the process
of object recognition and identification.
Researchers in visual perception have identified two key steps in the process of visual object
recognition. These are object detection and categorization [31,14,33]. Detection involves lowlevel visual processing such as extracting edges and segmenting objects in the foreground from
the background [36]. Categorization involves high-level cognitive processing to group a detected
object with existing objects in the knowledge base. The computer vision community has
developed many algorithms to perform these steps for automated object recognition in images
and videos. In our study, these two crucial steps map to the visual elements of subject (for
categorization) and shape (for detection).
Interestingly, color and form are processed in different areas of the cortex, and studies have
shown that color actually enhances recognition [17,38]. Color is also known to improve lowlevel vision tasks such as edge detection and object segmentation [15]. With regard texture,
studies by neurophysiological researchers have shown that neurons in primate visual systems
respond to texture in addition to color and shape [21,24,27]. Finally, the visual element of tone or
lightness/darkness affects perceived shape and subject matter [6].

B. Online Surveys
We conducted two types of surveys. The first is designed to capture participants' visceral
reactions on how two media samples relate, while the second delves deeper into why two media
samples are perceived as similar. At present, our surveys allow participants to compare only
images. In future work, we will conduct surveys on perceiving analogies between media of
different forms such as between an image and video segment or an image and a 3D model.
The surveys are web-based and run locally on an APACHE web server. In future work, we will
launch these surveys on the web for a larger user study. SQLite is used for data storage. HTML,
PHP, CSS, Javascript and Flash are used to display and format the surveys.
Survey I
Recent studies have shown that detection involving low-level vision and categorization involving
cognition are closely coupled and are often performed simultaneously [20, 22,19,18,26].
Although there is still debate about whether detection necessarily occurs before categorization,
identification has been found to require more processing time. In the context of a search engine,
identification leads to exact matches, whereas detection and categorization lead to inexact,
possibly non-literal, matches. To capture the visceral perception of categories, our first survey
records perceived similarity without reference to visual elements (Figure 3). The survey displays
two random images and asks participants to rate the similarity on a scale of 1 (not similar) to 5
(very similar). Survey participants were asked to spend no more than 5 minutes comparing each
pair of images, and the response time was 3 minutes on average. 36 participants spent
approximately 1 hour each to rate an average of 1000 pairs of images.

FIGURE 3 – SURVEY I

Survey II
The goal of the second survey is to determine which of the 5 visual elements are most influential
in perceiving analogies or similarity between images. To do so, participants are shown 6 images
and asked to choose the two most similar pair. They are then asked how the 5 visual elements
(subject, shape, color, texture, tone) affected their selection by rating how similar each element is
in the selected pair of images on a scale of 1 (not similar) to 5 (very similar). Survey participants
were asked to spend no more than 5 minutes selecting and rating each pair of images.
Participants can ask for a new set of 6 images as many times as needed if they did not perceive
any pair to be similar. In our study, new image sets were requested 66% of the time. 40
participants rated an average of 1000 pairs of images.

IV. Results and Discussion
We now discuss the results of our surveys and the conclusions we can infer from the data.
Survey I
Images were found to be similar 72% of the time. The following plot shows how participants
rated the similarity of a pair of random images on a scale of 1 (not similar) to 5 (very similar).
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Approximately 1/3 of the responses indicated that the images are very similar (rating of 5), 1/3
indicated little or no similarity (rating of 1 and 2), and approximately 1/3 found some similarity
(rating of 3 and 4), reflecting the diversity in the data. Results reveal that given two image
samples, people tend to find some similarity (rating or 1 or higher) and that there may be a
psychological bias towards looking for and finding similarity. Although Survey I is not
particularly informative about how non-literal similarities are perceived, it does positively
indicate that inexact, or analogical, matches are perceived and should be pursued. As we describe
next, our second survey leads to more interesting conclusions on perceiving similarity.

Survey II
The results of our second survey are shown in the following plot. The similarity rating on a scale
of 1 (not similar) to 5 (very similar) for each element is plotted against the percentage of
participants who chose each rating. The ratings essentially reveal the influence of the visual
element on perceiving similarity since participants rate the visual elements only once they have
deemed a pair of images to be similar.
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Based on the findings in the plot above, we make the following conclusions:
1. By examining the highest rating of 5, we see that subject, shape, and color are most
often identified as the reason for perceiving similarity.
2. Based on the trend for each visual element, we see that subject (with the smallest
percentage of “no similarity” or 1 rating), correlates most consistently with the
perception of similarity.
3. The shapes in the images are either very similar or not similar at all, indicating that
people may find image pairs to be similar despite having completely different shapes
(most likely, subject and/or color were perceived to be similar in these cases). This
result also indicates that shape is strongly perceived to be similar or different, and not
often perceived to be just mildly similar.
4. Texture and tone do not appear to be highly correlated with similarity, and their
ratings follow normal and nearly constant curves, respectively.

Although Survey II does not directly measure it, we make the intuitive conclusion that for more
abstract image pairs, shape and color are likely to be influential, whereas for representational
image pairs, subject dominates.
To further analyze the survey data, we have correlated the different visual elements. In the
following table we record the percentage of time when two visual elements are identified as
being very similar (rating of 5) in a pair of images. Each cell is the percentage of time that the
associated row’s visual element was rated as very similar given that the column’s visual element
was rated as very similar. For example, when subject was rated as very similar (1st column),
texture was also rated as very similar only 2% of the time.

(Row & Col.) / Col.

Subject

Subject

Shape

Color

Texture

Tone

67

72

19

27

35

56

48

22

49

Shape

71

Color

63

29

Texture

2

12

5

Tone

12

20
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7
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TABLE 1‐CORRELATION (%) OF VISUAL ELEMENTS

The correlation percentages reveal which visual elements can be used as indicators of others.
Subject is a strong indicator that shape is also similar by 71% and visa versa by 67%. This
information is vital in that it enables us to infer the similarity of one visual element based on
another. For example, we can infer subject similarity based on shape similarity (with 67%
confidence) and rely on computer vision algorithms to robustly measure shape similarity in our
Transmedia Search Engine.
V. Future Work
We have described user studies we have conducted on perceiving similarity in images. Our
results show that subject and shape are leading factors in determining similarity and are highly
correlated. The results will inform our design of algorithms toward an analogical search engine
that we call the Transmedia Search Engine. Our next step is to conduct surveys using different
media forms (e.g., images and video segments, and images and 3D shapes) and to launch the
surveys on the web for wider audience participation.
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